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Abstract

 Some  game  theoretical solutions  ( Shaplay  value,  nucleolus,  aT}d  so  on  ) are  proposed
as  allocation  schemes  in common  cosbs  allocation. Garne theoretical solutions  have

desired properties compared  with  the conventional  allocation scheme  based on  some

allocation  bases, Many  authors  consider  that cooperative  game  solutions,  which  might

be rather  complex  and  dithcult to formulate tihan the conventional  method,  become

new  allocation  s({hemes.  But  it seems  that  the conventional  allocation scheme  is wide-

spread  in practioe. A  new  approach  to common  costs  allocation  is proposed to examine

tihis reason.

  We  examine  tihree simple  models  under  the proposed  approach.  They  are  formulat-

ed  with the two-person game  and  describe the allocation practice appropriately.  T[he

results  obtained  from  these models  indicate that the conventional  allocation  Method

does not  have serious  problems  in two  models  but have difficulties in one  model.

Whether  the conventional  al1oeation method  has difficulties or  not  in the common

costs  allocation  setting  depends  on  the information each  departmehC  has, T[herefore it

is important to identify the situation  where  the common  costs  allocation  is necessary

when  the conventional  allocation method  is used  as  an  allocation  scheme.
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1. Introduction

Many  authors  tried to apply  game  theoretical  solutions  to common  cost  allocations  in

the 1970's and  1980ts. They proposed  Shaplay value,  nucleolus  and  the others  as  new

allocation  schemes  in their studies.  These  solutions  seem  to have  desirable proper-

ties compared  with  the  conventional  allocation  method  based  on  al!ocation  bases.

Because  they  give service  departments'  users  more  satisfactory  and  fair solutions

than  the conventional  allocation  method.  In spite  of  the game  theoretical solutions'

desirable properties,  these new  schemes  are  not  widespread  in practice. In this' arti-

cle, we  would  like to examine  the reason  the  game  theoretieal solutions  are  not  popu-

lar as  the  common  cost  allocation-  schemes  in practice.

  We  propose  a  new  approach  to the common  costs  allocation  to attain  this purpose.

This  approach  is based  on  the two-person  game  not  on  the characteristic  function

form  game.  We  examine  the  implications of  the  game  theory  in common  cost  alloca-

tion with  this proposed  approach.

  In the next  section,  we  define the common  costs  allocation  and  examine  the implica-

tion  n-person  characteristic  function form  game  in the common  costs  allocation.  In the

third  section,  we  clarify  the  game  theoretical  approach  in-common  cost  allocation  used

by past studies  and  propose a  new  approach.  We  present one  proposition that is veri-

fied by  the examination  in the later section.

 We  deseribe 
'the

 three  departmgnts  model  in the  fourth section.  The  formulation of

the  model  is based  on  the approach  proposed  in Section 3. We･ examine  the three

cases  in Section 5. First case  and  second  case  are  different in the assumption  of  the

coalition  formation. Second case  and  third case  are  different in the assumption  of  the

information departments  have. We  obtain  the result  that  the  conventional  allocation

method  isjustified in the  first and  second  case.  In the last section,  we  summarize the
results  in this article  and  present  the related  topics to be resolved  in the future.

2. Common  Cost  Allocations  and  Game  Theor  y

2.1 (lommonCost

 There were  many  treaties on  common  cost  allocation  in which  game  theoretical  solu-

tions are  proposed  as  allocation  schemes.  The  term  
"common

 cost"  has  a  broad defin-
ition and  its use  is likely to be confusing.  It is necessary  to define the term  

"common

cost"  in this article  to make  later discussions clear.  For  this definition we  refer  to

Biddle and  Steinberg[1984], in which  they  surveyed  common  cost  allocation  compre-

hensively. i

i
 Biddle  and  Steinberg [19S4], p.5.
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   Common  cost  applies  to a  setting  in which  production costs  are  defined on  a

single  intermediate  product or  service  that is used  by two  or  more  users.

  The  poiht  in this definition is that  two  or  more  users  use  the  single  intermediate

products  or  servicesjointly.  The  users  ofservices  (divisions or  departments  in a  firm)

expect  to receive  some  benefits from  obtaining  the  necessary  services  jointly. In

other  words,  the users  consider  the joint acquisition  of  the services  for their cost  sav-

ing. [[Therefore it is implied that there are  some  joint benefits in the commop  costs

allocation.  An  allocation･method  is necessary  to allocate  these  benefits among  the

users  ofservices  with  some  satisfactory  manners.

  Sometimes,  the conventional  allocation  method  based  on  some  allocation  bases can-

not  allecate  the  cost  saving  from  joint acquisitions  properly. Moriarity[1975] points
out  the difficulties inherent in the conventional  method  by giving some  examples.  A

characteristic  function form game  is proposed  for settling  such  difficulties.

2.2 Characterisite  Function  Eorm  Game  in  Cbmmon  CostAIIoeations

  Many  studies,  in which  game  theoretical  solutions  are  applied  into the  common

costs  allocation,  formulate  the  common  costs  allocation  setting  as  a  characteristic

function form game.  
2
 In their formulation, managers  ofdiVisions  or  departments are

regarded  as  players  of  a  game  and  players  can  form any  coalitions  to gain joint bene-

fits.3 As  we  examine  the common  cost  allocation  setting  to which  a  characteristic

function form  game  is applied  in this article,  it is important  for our  discussion to con-

sider  the  implication of  this  formulation.

  Strictly speaking,  there are  two  types of  the characteristic  function, namely  the

transferable  utility  characteristic  function and  the characteristic  function for a  non-

transferable utility  game.`  When  a  common  cost  allobation  setting  is formulated  as  a

characteristic  function form game,  it is proper  to assume  the existence  of  the transfer-

able  utility.  Ifthe existence  ofthe  transferable utility  is not  admitted,  it is impossi-

ble to share  some  cost  saving  gained  by  a  coalition  among  players. So  it is usefu1  to

examine  the implications of  this assumption  and  to confirm  that this assumption  is

rational  in common  cost  allocations.

Luce and  Raiffa[1957] explain  the cases  where  the assumption  of  transferable utility

is rational.5

E
 See Owen  [1982] ( Chapter 8) for the  chaTacteristie  function form game.

S
 A  coalition is a  subset  ofthe  set  of  all  players. Refer to Owen  [19821 {p.145) for the  strict  definition ofa  coalition.

`
 Refer te Friedman  [199e] (p.244,277) for the  definition ofthese  characteristic  functiens respectively.
5
 Luce  and  Raiffh[1957],  p.181. These  conditions  are  sufficient  not  necessary  for the  existence  of  the  transferable  utility,
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    .  Monetary  side  payments  are  allowable.

    .
 Each  player's utility  for money  is approximately  linear in the range  of  potential

    payoff of  the game.

  It is clear  what  the  first condition  means  in common  cost  allocations.  The  second

condition  says  that  there are  no  extreme  difTerences in the  allocated  amount  to each

department.  As  it is natural  that we  diseuss common  costs  within  the relevant

range,  the second  condition  also  holds in the common  cost  allocation  settings.  So  we

proceed  with  the discussions based  on  the  assumption  of  the transferable  utility  in

this paper.

 Friedman[1990]  comments  on  the transferable utility.

          If the  players  in the  game  are  firms in a  market,  it may  seem

        reasonable  to assume  transferable  utility  on  the  ground  that

        income in money  measures  utility  for each  firm, and  does so  in

        same  way  for all  firms.(Friedman[19901, p.242.)

  It seems  that his comment  applies  to the departments or  divisions in a  firm. We

consider  the amount  of  co$t  as  the measure  proxy  to the  transferable  utility  in the
later discussions.

  Next, we  examine  the implication  of  the characteristic  functien in the  context  of

common  cost  allocations.  Owen[1982] defines the  characteristic  function as  fo11ows:"

        By  the  characteristic  function of  n-person  game  we  mean  a  real-

      valued  function v  defined on  the subset  ofN,  which  assigns  to each  S  C

      N  the maxmini  values  ( to S  ) of  the two-person  game  played  between S

      and  N  -  S, assuming  that these two  cealitions  form.

  [lhis definitipn tells us  that  the fo11owing three points should  be made  clear  when  a

common  cost  allocation  setting  is formulated  as  a  characteristic  function form game.

    .  The  set  of  players.

    eCoalition.  

'

    .  How  to estimate  a  relevant  characteristic  function.

 We  have no  difficulties in regarding  the departments as  the players of  the game.7 It
means  that  each  department can  make  decisions for obtaining  its own  services.

  A  coalition  is the subset  of  all  players. It is necessary  fbr characteristic  function
form  formulation  to guarantee  that departments can  form a  coalition  unrestrictedly  in
                      '

 
6
 Owen[1982],  p.145. The  value  of  v  is utility  or  benefit in this definition. If a  eharacteristic  function is a  cest  based one,

"minimax"
 is substituted  for "maxmin."

 
'

 Strictly speaking,  the departmental managers  are  the  players of  the  game. But we  use  the  term  
"departments"

 instead
of  

"departmental
 managers",  for seme  abbreviation  in this article.
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order  to get necessary  services.  It rneans  that  departments  in the same  coalition  can

make  decisions jointly for obtaining  services.

  When  a  value  is estimated  for eoalition  S, two-person  game  is played  between coali-

tion S  andN-  S  and  the minimax  value  is assigned  to coalition  S. This  idea is essen-

tial to this article  although  no  characteristic  function is estimated  in later section.

Because  later analyses  are  based  on  this idea.

 As  we  ae ¢ ept  the  assumption  of  the  transferable  utility  and  interpret the character-

istic function in the context  of  the  common  cost  allocation,  we  can  specify  the case  that

we  will  examine  in this article.

.  There are  some  external  vendors  in the market  that provide the departments

with  compatible  services  provided  internally.

.  The  departmental managers  prefer lower alloeated  costs,  because they  think

that the allocated  cost  to their departments Telates  to their pembrmance  evalua-

tion.

    .  Departmental  managers  can  decide whether  they  get  the internal service  or

    the external  service  and  can  negotiate  about  the coalition  formation' with  the

    other  departments.

  The  first condition  assures  that  feasibility of  the  external  acquisition  of  the service.

Without this, department do not  have  the in¢ entive  to fbrm  a  coalition.  The  second

and  third conditions  mean  that a  department always  looks for the alternatives

to get the necessary  service  inexpensively.

3. Game  TheoreticalApproach  to Common  CostAllocation

3.1 An  Approach  in the  Past  Studies

  If an  allocation  scheme  gives the users  of  service  departments  acceptable  amount,  it

is a  desirable allocation  scheme.  In. other  words,  a  desirable allocation  scheme  yields
satisfactory  allocationS  to all users.B  When  such  a  desirable allocation  scheme  is

used,,the  departments do  not  have  the  incentives to obtain  necessary  services  from

the extemal  vendors  even  if they  could  get the services  with  lower cost.

 When  the conventional  allocation  method  is used  as  an  allocation  s¢heme, it is likely

that  the  departments  are  not  satisfactory  fbr the  amount  allocated  to them.

Consequently,  the  departments  may  make  suboptimal  decisions in terms  of  a  firm as

a  whole.  Some  game  theoretical  solutions  are  proposed  to decrease the  dissatisfac-

tions of  the departments with  their allocated  cost.  Therefore  game  theoretical solu-

tions are  regarded  as  a  means  yielding  accounting  information  that dissuade the

 
SSuch

 an  allocatien  is called  
"rnutually

 sati$factory  allocation"  in Thomas[19741.
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departments from  making  suboptimal  decisions.

  There  are  many  studies  which  try  to apply  game  theoretical  solutions  to the  com-

mon  costs  allocation  problem.9 The approach  in these studies  are  summarized  as

three  steps  described below.

  1. Specifying the situation  where  common  cost  allocations  are  necessary.

  2. Making  clear  the desired properties of  the allocation  schemes  in common  cost
    allocations.

  
3･
 fieeadrgBSnvge.fbr 

some
 game  

theoretical
 
solutions

 
which

 
satisfy

 
the

 properties .speci-

[Phe approach  is expressed  as  the  fbllowing Figure 1.
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Figure  1:  The  Past  Study  Approach

  A  common  cost  allocation  setting  is formulqted  with  a  characteristic  function in the

first step,  so  it is necessary  to estimate  a  chaicacteristic  function properly  in this step.

Every department knows  the estimates  of  the characteristic  function and  accepts

these values  as  a  base  for cost  allocations.  It is an  interesting topic to estimate  some

characteristic  function in the common  cost  allocation  setting.  As this topic is not  the

main  purpose  of  this article,  we  do  not  address  this topic in detail here.iO

  In the second  step,  it is noted  that  the  concept  of  fairness (equity) is included as
desirable properties in the  allocatien  scheme.  Allocation bases  are  related  to common

costs  implicitly in the conventional  allocation  scheme.  So it allocates  common  costs

in proportion to allocation  bases. In some  casbs,  such  allocation  does not  give satis-

factoty results  to departments  as  Moriarity[1975] pointed out.

  The  conventional  allocation  method  does not  incorporate the concept  of  fairness in

itsel£  Selecting proper  allocation  bases is the most  important  in this  method.

Whether  this method  is satisfactory  to departmept  or  not  depends on  the choice  of

allocation  base. In contrast  to this, it is relatively  easy  to give a  game  theoretical

solution  some  meaningful  interpretations in terms  of  the desired properties. Various

 
gSee

 Biddle and  Steinberg[1984] for the  comprehensive  list ofgame  theory app]ications  to common  costs  allocations.

 
i"
 There are  many  kinds ofa  characteristic  function, i.e. , cost  based ene,benefit(cost  saving)  based one,  profit based one,

and  se  en.
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game  theoretical  solutions  are  selected  as  the  allocation  schemes  in the  third  step.

  When  we  use  the approach  described above,  the  main  purpose  of  the  study  is to

explain  the  relationships  between  the  concept  of  the  game  theoretical solutions  and

the desired properties in common  cost  allocations  rationally.  Namely, interpreting

the game  theoretical solution  in the context  of  common  cost  allecation  is eur  main

purpose. It enables  the  departments  to understand  the  implications of  the game  the-

oretical  solutions  and  to accept  them  as  the desirable allocation  schemes.  This is

explained  by  using  Shcrplay value  and  nucleoSus  as  examples  , which  are  familiar

game  theeretical  solutions  in the  past studies.

  Shoplay  value  is derived from  three axioms  uniquely.ii  When  Shaplay value  is

applied  to common  cost  allocations,  it is necessary  to interpret these axioms  in terms

ofthe  properties  desired in common  cost  allocations.  Shaplay  value  is based  on  the

idea  in which  incremental benefits (or costs)  are  allocated  among  players evenly.

[Ihis idea is deemed to be fair or  equitable.  Shubik[1962], Loehman  and  Whinston[1974],

and  Jensen[1974]  deal with  the  interpretations of  Shcrplqy value's  axioms.  Roth  and

Verrecchia[1979] also  interpret Shcrplay value  axioms  in the  context  of  a  bargaining

setting.

  Nucleolus is based on  the principle 
"minimizing

 the maximum  surplus."  
i2

 As  this

prineiple  is similar  to the Rawls' justice concept,  it is relatively  easy  to interpret this

principle on  Rowls'justice cencept  and  fbr departmental managers  to accept  it.iS

 Nucleolus give a  unique  core  solution  whenever  core  exists.i`  It is another  desirable

property ofnucleolus.  So in this sense,  nucleolus  yield a  solution  that  does not  induce

suboptimal  decisions ofthe  departments.  Hamlen  et  al.[1977]  mentioned  that nucle-

olus  is most  desirable compared  to another  allocation  schemes  because it yields
unique  core  allocation.  As there are  some  kind  of  measures  denoting nueleolus  sur-

plus, it is possible  to focus on  these  measures  and'this  is another  direction.of the

study.is

3.2 ANewApproach  to Common  CostAllocations

The  conventional  method  based on  some  allocation  bases, which  is widespread  in

practice, has some  difficulties in that this method  induces  the departments to make

suboptimal  decision making.  Game  theoretical  solutions  are  proposed  to overcome

such  difflculties. Game  theoretical  solutions  may  have  the  possibility ofsolving  such

 
'i
 It is necessary  Lo define a  carrier  in addition  to three  axioms  in order  to derive Shapley value.  Refer to

Owenf1982](pp.193-194) for Shapley axiorns  and  a  carrier.  See also  Shapley[1953} for the  original  derivation of  Shaplay
vatue.

 
i'
 The  surplus  is defined by the  excess  of  coalition  with  respeet  te the  payoffvector, Refer Oweni1982]  for the  excess  and

the surplus.  See Schmeidler{1969] for nucleolus,
 iU See Rawls[1958].
 

i`
 See  Owen[1982](pp.244-256) for the  properties  ef  nucleoSus.  See Owen[1982]Cpp.150-164) for the core  and  its proper-

ties.
 

i'
 See GatelyE1974], Littlechild and  Vaidya[1976], Charnes  et  al. [1978], and  Young  et  at. [1980] for a variety  of  nucteolus,

Aoki[19881 examines  theSe nttcleetus  in the cemmon  costs  allocatien.  Recently Sobolev[1995] examines  the axiomatization
of  nucleoZus,
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difficulties and  may  give us  one  breakthrough to make  new  cost  allocation  inferma-

ti6n in accounting.  Therefbre, studying  game  theoretical solution  concept  and  apply-

ing it to the cost  allocation  problems  might  be important.

  Game  theoretical solutions  as  the allocation  scheme  have many  desirable properties
as  the  allocation  compared  to the eonventional  allocation  method.  Because  they  give

fair or  equitable  solution  to the  users  of  serviee  departments.  It is natural  that  game

theoretical solutions  are  applied  to common  cost  allocations  in practice because of

their desirable properties,  but  they are  not  used  in many  cases.  Why?

  Certainly there  are  some  technical  diMculties for applying  game  theoretical  solu-

tions to common  cost  allocations.  Here, we  consider  two  difficulties.

.  It is cumberseme  and  difficult to estimate  a  characteristic  function in the  com-

 mon  cost  allocation  setting  rationally.

.  Complex  computations  are  necessary  td get some  game  theoretical  solutions,  so

 much  time  and  cost  are  corisumed  to get them.

  When  a  characteristic  function is estimated,  it is necessary  to specify  the benefits

arising  from  the joint acquisition  of  the services  and  to quantify these  benefits for all

possible coalitions.i6  If the vendors  supplying  the necessary  services  exist  in the

external  market,  estimating  a  characteristic  .funetion  may  be  relatively  easy.

Because  we  can  compare  the internal cest  data with  the external  eost  data.

 If departments cannot  get the necessary  services  from the external  market,  the esti-

mation  of  a  characteristic  function may  be troublesorne.  But  it might  be possible to

estimate  a  characteristic  function using  thelcost  function derived from  internal cost

data. Though  it is a  curious  topic to study,  it is not  the main  purpose  of  this article.

  The second  difficulty described above  is not  serious  compared  with  the first difficul-

ty. Because  the performance  of  computers  are  now  increasing drastically, it may  be

necessary  to improve  computation  algorithm  for deriving game  theoretical solutions.i7

 
'
 [Illie two  difficulties described above  are  technical problems. Thus  it may  be to over-

come  these difficulties by  something  new  inventions. It is appropriate  that  these dif
ficulties are  not  intrinsic to game  theoretical solutions  in the common  costs  alloeation.

We  mu,st  think  the essential  reason  that game  theoretical solutions  are  not  used  in

practlce.

  [[here may  be many  ways  to explain  this reason.  One  simple  way  is to change  our

recognition  for the conventional  allocation  method.  Namely,  we  examine  the common

cost  allocation  setting  based on  the  understanding  that  the  conventional  allocation

method  does not  have  serious  problems. We  go on  our  analysis  in this art-icle  under

the  fe11owing proposition. ･

 
iSIf

 there are  n  departments, 2n-1 estimates  ef  a  characteristic  funetion are  required.  The  number  of  estimates  increases
rapidly  as  the number  ef  departments  inereases.

 
i'
 See Littlechild and  Owen[1973], Littlechild[1974], Suzuki and  Nakayama[1976],  and  Legros[1986] .
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Proposition:  Cost  accountants  do  not  consider  the conventional  allocation  method

    as  one  giving rise  to serious  problems  in common  cost  allocations.  Even  if they

    recognize  difficulties, they  avoid  these  by  another  approach,  which  is not  a

    search  for some  new  allocation  schemes.

  This proposition means  that cost  accountants  cannot  avoid  using  the  conventional

allocation  method  in the present  aceounting  framework.  This proposition also  does
not  eliminate  the  fact that  some  problems  remain  in the  cenventional  allocation

method.  If we  accept  this proposition,  we  can  analyze  the  common  cost  allocation

more  practically than  the approach  that  is searching  for new  allocation  schemes.

  Based  on  the  above  proposition, we  approach  to the common  cost  allocation  with  the

conventional  method.  So we  do not  look for a  new  allocation  scheme  in this article.

Under  this approaeh,  game  theory is a  tool for analyzing  the behavior of  the depart-
mental  managers(players)  in the  common  cost  allocation  settings  not  a  tool for deriv-

ing a  new  allocation  methpd.  Namely, game  theory is used  to analyze  the decision

processes ofmanagers  given some  allocation  amount  by  the  conventional  method.  As

players  of  the  game  decide their strategy  based on  their information, information,
especially  cost  information, plays an  important  role  under  the approach  presented
here.

 The  approach  in this article  is summarized  as  Figure 2.

Figure  2:The  Approach  in this Paper

  Departments  must  have  cost  information for their decisions when  they  obtain  the

service.  This cost  infbrmation is specified  in the first step.  Common  costs  are  allo-

cated  with  the conventional  allocation  method  in the second  step.  It means  that the

conventional  allocation  method  is incorporated into the allocation  game  as  a  rule.  This

point is very  important and  essential  under  the  approach  in this paper. [Ehe behavior

of  departments is examined  in terms  of  information in the third step.
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4. ModelDescription

4.1 ThePurposeoftheModel

 We  formulate the  situation  that is specified  in Section 2.2 and  examine  this with  the

approach  proposed  in Section 3.2. We  use  a  case  where  there  are  one  service  depart-

ment  and  three operating  departments  using  the service  in a  firm. Suppose that

there  are  external  vendors  that  provide  the  operating  departments with  the service

equivalent  to the  internal service.  
'

  It is supposed  that the departments(game players) know  the  rule  for calculating

their allocated  costs.  When  they  get the negessary  service  from the service  depart-

ment,  service  department  costs  are  allocated  to users  in proportion to some  allocation

bases. The  price ofthe  service  in the  external  market  is given by  the  function defined

later. When  departments get the external  service  jointly, the cost  of  service  is also

prorated  according  to some  allo.cation  bases./ Namely,  The  conventional  allocation

method  is considered  as  the rule  of  a  game  in this analysis.

  We  will  not  analyze  the case  where  the conventional  allocation  method  yields a  sta-

ble solution  certainly.  Therefbre  we  will  not  deal with  the case  where  the  minimum

cost  fbr players or  coalitions  is concave.  Because  the  conventional  allocation  method

gives a  core  solution  in this case.  Thus  players do not  have  any  positive reasons  to

object  this allocation.  We  examine  the situation  where  the minimurn  cos't for players
or  coalition  is not  smooth  but  skewed  in this article.  In the later, we  propose  the case

where  the  conventional  allocation  method  m4y  induce  the  departments  to make  some

suboptimal  decisions in terms  ofthe  firm as  a,whole.  Therefore, the situation  studied

in this article  may  not  be general.

 We  scrutinize  the  behaviors ofthe  departmental  managers  with  the  proposed  model.

The purposes  of  the analysis  are  to examine  whether  the conventional  allocation

method  gives departments the ineentive to get  the external  service  or  not.  Ifwe  can

specify  the  conditions  in which  the  conventional  allocation  method  does not  have  any

difificulties, it means  that Proposition in Segtion 3.2 is justified under  these condi-

tions.

4.2 ThreeDepartmentsModel

We  treat the case  where  there  are  one  service  department  and  three operating  depart-

ments.  Operating departments are  players ofthe  game,  i.e., N  =  { 1, 2, 3 }. S  (C M  is

a  coalition  of  the departments.

  Eaeh  departmental  manager  has  two  alternatives  for the acquisition  of  the  service.

One  is internal aequisition  and  the  other  is external  acquisition.  T[hese alternatives
are  called  strategies  and  have the fo11owing n'otations.
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.
 Ii : the  strategy  in which  depaTtment  i gets the  service  internally. ( i E  N  )

    
.
 O, : the strategy  in which  department  i gets the service  externally.  ( i E  N  )

    [[he cost  functions and  some  abbreviations  are  defined.

    
.
 q, (> O):  the amount  of  the service  that  departmentidemands.(i  E  N)

    .c  (q):the cost  function for the intermal  service.  q is the amount  of  the service.

    .f(q):the  cost  function for the external  vendor.q  is the amount  of  the service.

    
'
 q (S) =  

,l.s
 q, : the amount  of  the service  for coalition  S. We  will  use  this notation

    as  abbreviation  for summation  occasionally.

    .a=q
 (N):the total amount  of  the service.

  It is assumed  that e  (q) is a  monotonic  increasing and  concave  function. It means

that the scale  of  economy  works  when  departments  use  the internal service.  It is

assumed  that  f(q) is a  monotonic  increasing and  convex  function. For example,  con-

sider  the  situation  where  the more  departments  get the external  service,  the  more

costs,  such  as  the  expense  of  the acceptance,  are  incurred.iS AII departments have

information about  these  functions in common.

  Ac ¢ ording  to the assumption  in the previous section,  common  costs  are  always  allo-

cated  to each  department proportionally  to the allocation  base. We  r6gard  q as  the

allocation  base in this analysis.  During  the  planning  the  next  year's budget, each

department  sends  the  inform.ation about  qi to the  section  ( i.e., accounting  division) in

which  the budgeted burden rate  is calculated.  Assuming  all departments use  the

internal service,  this section  calculates  the budgeted burden rate  r=  c(Q)/4  The

resulting  information about  r  is send  to all  departments.i9

  The  relationship  between the cost  information about  the  external  service  f(q) and
the cost  information about  the intemal service  r plays an  important role  in the models

of  this article.  Because  it is supposed  that departments  decide their strategy  by  con-

sidering.  these  information. [IThis relationship  is presented  with  the  notations  defined

above.2o

                     f(q (S))<rq (S) (VS CN  for ISl g2)  (1)

                       f(a)>c(a) (2)

  The  first condition  says  that a  department or  a  coalition  consisting  of  two  depart-
ments  can  get the external  service  atalower  cost  than  the internal service.  It means

 
iti

 This assumption  seems  to be strange  because the  average  costs  ef  the  extemal  service  decreases if there  are  sDme  dis-
count  factors for the  service,  But  it is supposed  that  the ameunt  ef  seme  discounts is lower than  the miscellaneous  costs

incurred by the  external  acquisition.

 
ig
 As r is the  predeterrnined  rate,  some  variances  will  occur  undoubtedly  if the  common  cost  is allocated  with  this rate.

Including these  variances  into the  model  makes  the  model  eomplex  and  is not  the intention of  this article,  So we  eonsider  r

as  a  constant.

 
20

 I S 1 is the  number  of  the  departments in a  eoalition  S.
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that all  departments have the incentive to get the service  from  the  external  vendor.

This condition  also  denotes that the conventional  allocation  method  yields an  unstable

allocation.

  The  second  condition  says  that an  economically  inefficient situation  occurs  if all

departments obtain  the  service  externally.  It is not  necessary  to specify  the correct

value  ofain  this assumption.  The  point ofthis  assumption  is the  fact that  external

costs  of  the service  is greater than  the internal costs  of  th'e service  when  a  grand  coali-

tion is formed. It is supposed  that all  departments  know  the relationship  described in

(1) and  (2).2i

 The  above  relationship  is depicted in' Figure 3.

Cost

o qi

Figure 3.: Cost Function

  It is noted  that  a  line OB  represents  the  allocated  eosts  not  the  amount  of  the

incurred costs  while  c(q)  andf(q)  represent  the amount  of  the costs  to be incurred. As

every  department tries to get the service  at  the lowest cost,  it regards  the  curve  e'A` B

as  the  servi ¢ e  cost  information.

 The  minimum  co$t  of  the service  as  a  firm is supposed  to be c(a).  Because the mean-

ing of  the budgeted burden rate  r  is lost if there is some  coalition  structure  {S, N-S}

satisfyingf(q  (S))+ c(q  (N  -  S)) <  c(q).  Tlius the  following inequa]ity is supposed.

       f(q (S))+c(q (NLS)) >-c(a)  (VSCN)  <3)
  As each  department obtains  the  information about  the  internal cost  c(a)  through  r

indirectly, it is natural  that it does not  know  the condition  (3). Accordingly, depart-

 
2i
 Iff(q)  is a  concave  function, it is difficult to assume  these cenditions.
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ments  do  not  regard  c  (q) as  the  minimum  cost  as  a  firm since  the  foIlowing inequality
may  hold from  (1) and  (2).

.f (q (S)) +  rq  (NLS) <  c(a)(]ScN) (4)

 This inequality suggests  that coalition  S  gets the external  service  and  coalition  N-S

gets  the internal service.  But  the minimum  cost  is not  achieved  in this case  because of

(3). Some  idle costs  exist  in this case.  This is a  difficulty ofthe  conventional  allocation

method.

  The  purpose  of  the  analysis  in this article  is to denote that  the situation  described
above  is not  always  true. We  focus on  the  coalition  structure  other  than  {M  and  infor-

mation  each  coalition  has.22

5  ModelandExamination

51  Model  1: Each  Department  Makes  lts Decision  independently

Model  1 describes the case  where  departments do not  negotiate  for the  aequisition  of

the  service  with  other  managers.  It is assumed  that  each  department makes  a  deci-
sion  for its acquisition  of  the  service  independently, i.e., getting the internal service  or

getting the  external  service.  The decision process  ofdepartment  1is examined  in the
later analysis  but  the  results  of  the  analysis  apply  to other  departments.

  It is supposed  that  department  1 (Dl) does not  have  any.information  about  other

departments  in Modei  1.'3 Hence  Dl  does not  know  other  department's  service

amount,  namely  q2 and  q3. Dl  cannot  predict  the  response  of  other  departments to
its strategy  because  ofthe  lack ofinfbrmation.  Dl  only  knows  the possible  combina-

tion ofthe  strategies  that  other  department  may  choose,  namely  I,h, J203, O,I,, 0203-

  For  convenience,  D2  and  D3  are  regarded  as  one  player who  has  the  above  fbur
strategies  and  select  these  strategies  at  random.2`

 This player is called  
"D23".

 Note that D2  and  D3  make  their decision independently

and  do not  form a  coalition  in Model  1.

  IfDl  selects  the strategy  I,, the  allocated  cost  to Dl  is rq,.  This amount  does not

depend  on  D23's strategy.  But if Dl  selects  the strategy  O,, what  Dl  can  estimate  for
certain  is the cost  corresponding  to the  strategy  I2 h. Its amount  isf(qi). It is neces-

sary  for Dl  to know  q2 and  q3 in order  to estimate  the  costs  corresponding  to the

strategies  other  than  J2 I3. As Dl  cannot  specify  the  correct  values  corresponding  to

I203, 02 I3, and  0203, we  denote these elements  as  a22,  a23,  and  a24  instead of  using

some  formulas  in the  next  payoff matrix.

UZ

 A  coalition  structure  is a  partition  ofthe  set  ofplayers,  Refer to Owen  [1982], p.236.
2"We

 abbreviate  department  1 as  Dl  in the lateT, So D2, D3  and  so  on  have the same  abbreviatien.
Z`

 DeparLment  23  is a  nature  player  in game  theory terminolegy.
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hI3h0302I3020]

Ilrq1 rql rqt rq1

o]f(q])a22 a23 a24

Table  1 : Allocation cost  to Department  1 in Model  1

  Dl  makes  a  decision based  on  the  information  in the  above  payoff  matrix.  It is nec-

essary  fbr Dl  to have a  criterion  for its deCision making.  It is supposed  that each

department  manager  makes  their decisions based  on  the  minimax  criterion  because

this criterion  is prudent  and  rational  in the  case  where  players face uncertainties.

  In general, specifying  all the elements  in the payoff matrix  is necessary  to make  a

decision. Considering this fact, it seems  to be difficult that Dl  makes  a  decision

based  on  this payoff  matrix.  However,  as  we  can  eoajecture  uncertain  elements  (a22,

a23, and  a,,) roughly  by the assUmption  of  the model,  we  can  specify  the maximum

value  in the O,row ofTable  1. It means  that Dl  can  make  a  decision based on  this

incomplete  payoff  matrix.

 First, we  must  determine  the  maximum  value  ofthe  each  row  ofTable  1. It is clear

that the maximum  value  ofli  row  is  rqi  The  elements  in Oi row  have the fo11owing

relationships.

f(ql) <  a22<  a24

f(ql) <  a23<  a24

(5)(6)

  Dl  knows  how  to calculate  a,,,  i.e. , a,,=  { f(q,+ g,) 1 (q,,+ q,).} q,. Furthermore, Dl

knows that f(q) is a  monotonic  and  convex  imction. [[herefore, considering  qi<  qi +  q3,

Dl  can  get the result  f(q,)< a,,  without  specifying  the  amount  q,. Dl  also  knows  how

to calculate  a,,,  i.e., a,,=  {f (ip f q } q,. From  the  assumption  regarding  f(q) and  q,+ q,<

q, Dl  can  get the result  a22<  a24  without  specifying  the amount  q2 and  q3. We  can

gain  the inequity (6) with  the same  proeedure･  as  (5). From  the inequities (5) and  (6), it
is clear  that  the  maximum  value  of  Oi row  is a24-

  Next we  compare  rqi  and  a24. As Dl  knows  how  to calculate  a24,  Dl  can  conclude

that a,,>  rq,={c(op  /q} q, by the assumption  c'@  <f(q).  It means  that Dl  selects  the

strategy  I, in Model  1. Ifwe  make  the  same  analysis  to D2  and  D3,  we  can  obtain  the

result  that D2  selects  the strategy  I, and  D3  selects  the strategy  I,.

  Model  1 illustrates the situation  where  each  department  does  not  have  enough

information  about  others,  i.e., Model  1 deals with  the  incomplete  information case.

Hence each  department does not  know  the response  of  others  to its strategy  and  make

their decision independently.  It should  be  noted  that each  department  can  select  the

strategy  Ii without  specifying  the  exact  amount  of  the  other  department's  service

demand  in Model  1. Though  every  department does not  have complete  information
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about  other  departments,  it is enough  for each  department  to know  the  allocating  for-

mula,  the  information regarding  the  cost  functions, and  gi>O(j= 1, 2, 3 ).
  The analysis  of  Model 1 says  that all departments result  in obtaining  the intemal

service  and  a  firm can  aehieve  the minimum  costs  even  if the conventional  allocation

method  gives departments  disadvantageous  allocations.  We  can  justify Proposition

in Section 3.2 under  the  conditions  characterized  by  Model  1.

52  Model  2: Coalition Formation  is Possible  (1)

We  examine  the case  where  departrnents can  form some  coalitions  and  obtain  the ser-

vicejointly.  It is supposed  that each  department  can  form  the  coalition  which  is most

favorable to it unrestrictedly.  It is also  supposed  that departments in the same  coali-

tion  use  the  same  strategy.  It means  that  departments  in the same  coalition  are

regarded  as  one  player.

 Dl  has two  alternatives  for its coalition  fbrmation, i.e. a  coalition  with  D2  or  a  coali-

tion  with  D3.  We  examine  the case  where  department  1 forms  a  coalition  with  D2,

i.e., a  coalition  structure  {{1, 2},{3}}. Coalition {1, 2} is regarded  as  one  player. 

'

  Model  2 is the extended  case  of  Model  1 and  coalition  {1, 2} regard  D3  as  a  nature-

player, and  vice  versa.  It is supposed  that  a  department tells its servi ¢ e  demand  to

other  members  in the  same  coalition.  So  Dl  knows  g, and  D2  knows  q,. But coalition

{1, 2} does not  know  q, and  D3  does not  know  q, and  q,. Other  conditions  of  Model  2

are  the same  as  those ofModel  1.

  From  the  assumption  of  the  model,  coalition  {1,2 } has  two  strategies,  i.e., IiJ2 or

O,O,. Ifcoalition {1, 2}selects  the strategy  I,I2, the allocated  cost  to this coalition  is

r  (q,+ q,). Consider  the case  where  coalition  {1, 2}  chooses  the  strategy  O,O,. If D3

selects  the  strategy  I,, the  charge  to coalition  {l, 2 } is f (q,+ q,) because  coalition  {1, 2
} only  gets the external  service.  If D3  selects  the strategy  O,, coalition  {1, 2} cannot
specify  the allocated  amount  because it does not  know  q,. We  denote  this amount  as

b,2. We  can  obtain  the next  payoffmatrix.

I3 03

IlI2 r(qi+qD r(q]+qi)

OI02f(qi+ei) b12

Table 2  : Allocated Cost to Coalition {1,2} in Model  2

  We  have to specify  the maximum  value  in the O,O, row  of  the Table 2 to make  a

decision based on  this matrix.  Coalition {1, 2} knows  the allocation  formula  regarding

b22, i･e･, b,,= { f(q) 1 q}(q,+q,)･ From  the assumption  off(q)  and  q,>O, coalition{1,  2} can

conclude  that  f(q,+q,) without  knowing  the exact  amount  of  q3. It is clear  that  r
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(q,+q,)< b22 by (2). It means  that coalition  {1, 2} chooses  the strategy  I,l,.

  It is supposed  that D3  does not  know  the service  amount  of  coalition  {1, 2} and

knows  that coalition  {1, 2} has two  strategies,  namely,  I,I, and  O,O,. As the assump-

tions are  the same  as  the coalition  {1, 2}, we  can  get the  fo11owing payoff  matrix  D3

faces.

I3 03

I,I,rq3f(43)

Oi02rq3C22

Table  3 : Allocated Cost  to Department  3 in Model  2

  As  D3  knows  the  property of  the cost  functions andg,+  q,>  O, it can  conclude  thatf

(q3) <  c,,  and  rq,<  c2,  without  specifying  the  amount  q, and  g,. It means  that D3

chooses  the strategy  I3.

  The  analysis  to the coalition  structure  {{1, 2},{3}} also  applies  to the coalition  struc-

tures  {{1, 3},{2}} and  {{2, 3},{1}}. It means  that  all  departments  obtain  the internal

service  even  if they  have  advantageous  opportunities  for the  external  service.  We

examine  the  results  of  Model 2.

  Departments  can  gather  more  information regarding  others  by  forming  some  coali-

tions. A  department is able  to.reduce  its uncertainty  as  to the  strategies  of  other

departments if it form a  eoalition  with  some  departments.

  Under  the  conditions  of  Model  2, all  departments  results  in obtaining  the intemal

service  though  each  department  tries to form  some  beneficial coalitions  to it in order

to get the  necessary  service  at  a  lower  cost.  We  can  conclude  that  Proposition

described in Section 3.2 is alsojustified  in Model 2.

5.3 Model  3: Coalition  Rormation  ls Possible  2)

 We  examine  a  coalition  structure  {{1, 2},{3}} as  an  example.  So  Model  3 is similar  to

Model  2 in this regard.  Model  3 is definitely difTbrent frorn Model  1 and  Model 2 in

that it analyzes  the case  of  complete  information. Therefore it is supposed  that every

department  knows  the necessary  amount  of  
･the

 service  each  other.  It is supposed

that  the  other  conditions  are  the  same  in Model  2.

 From  the assumption  ofthe  model,  coalition  {1, 2} can  estimate  the reply  ofD3  to its

strategies  (I,I,,O,O,) and  D3  can  also  estimate  the reply  of  coalition  {1, 2} to its strate-

gies (I3,03). We  can  represent  this case  as  a  two-person  non-zero-sum  non-coopera-

tive game.  Thus  Model  3 is formulated as  a  bimatrix game  defined by the fo11owing

tWo  matrix.25

25
 The row  of  the matrix  denotes the strategy  of  coalition  {1, 2} apd  the column  of  the matrix  denotes the  strategy  Df  D3.
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                   tr(q,+q,) r(qi+q2)  N

               
A=Lf(q,+q,)

 
f4(q-)

 (q,-q2)]

                      trq, f(q3) N

                  
B=Lrg,

 
fq.(ig)q31

  Matrix  A  and  B  correspond  to Table2 and  Table3 respectively.  It should  be noted

that  we  use  some  formulas instead  ofb22  and  c22 in these matrix.  It means  that  coali-

tio]n {1, 2} and  D3  can  estimate  b22 and  c22  certainly  because they  know  other  player's
service  demand. This is the important  point  that discriminates between  Model  2 and

Model  3. It is needless  to say  that{fQ)1q}  (q,+ q,) and{f(Q)1a}q,  represent  the

allocated  costs  to coalition  {1, 2} and  D3  when  all departments get the external  ser-

vice.

 We  define the  set  of  the mixed  strategy  of  coalition  {1,2} and  D3.

               S,,={p=(x,1-x)1Osxs1}

                S,={q=(or,1-y)lOsors1}

 S,, is a  set  of  the  mixed  strategy  of  coalition  {1, 2}and  S3 is a  set  of  the  mixed  strate-

gy  of  department  3. x  is a  probability defined on  strategy  I,I, and  y  is a probability

defined on  I,. So 1-x  and  1-or are  probabilities  defined on  the strategy  O,O,  and  O,.

E,,(p, q) and  E,(p, q) are  the  expected  cost  ef  coalition  {1, 2} and  department  3 respec-

tively.2s

               E.(p, q) =E,,(x,  y) =pA  qT (7)

                E,(p, q)=E,(au  or) =pBqT  (s)

  The  sufficient  and  necessary  condition  that <p, q) is the best reply  strategy  of  coali-

tion {1, 2 } is :'

               Ei2 Cpp q) <Ei2  (1,y )

                E, (p, q) g E,,(O, pt )

The  subsets  of  the best reply  strategy  of  coalition  {1

D
 12,1D

 12,2D

 12,3

where

                       ,
 2} are  :27

 {(O,y)1 or <or  s1}

 {(sc, y)  I OSxS1,y=  or }

 {(1,y) l Ogy<a}
    f(q)
     a 

(qi+ q2) -r(  q,+  q,)
a=f(a)

 4 ( qi+ q2) 
-f(

 qi+ q2)

 (9)(10)

'O
 A  superscript  T  denotes  the  transpose  of  the  vector.

2'
 See Appendix  1.
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 Therefbre the  set  of  the  best reply  strategy  of  coalition  { 1,2 } is Di2 =  Di2,i r"Di2,2  n  Di2,3･

Similarly the best reply  strategy  of  departm,ent 3 is D,  =  D,,,A D3,2A D3,3･28

          D3.i = {(x,O)16<xgl}

          D,,, 
=  {(x,y) 1 Os  yg1,x=  P}

          D,,, =  {(x,1) IOgx<fi}
                       f(4)
                        a q3-rq,

            where  fi=
                       f(a)
                         a g3-fq3

 From  the above,  the set  of  the equilibrium  points is D  =  D,, A  D329

      D  ={  (O,O,J,), ( (a,1- ct ), (fi,1- P) ), (I,I,,O,) } (11)

 The  first equilibrium  says  that coalition  {1,2} chooses  the strategy  O,O, and  D3  chooses

the strategy  h. The  overall  costs  of  the  firm is f(q,+ g,)+c (q,)･ AS  f(qi+q2)+c (q3) 2 C (q)

by  the assumption  (3), the  rninirnum  costs  as  a  firm is not  achieved  in this equilibri-

um.

 According  to the above  reasoning  we  can  also  get the results  that the minimum  cost

as  a  firm is not  achieved  in the  third  equilibrium,  iie･ , (I,I,,O,)･

  The second  equilibTium  says  that a  coalition  {1,2} uses  the  mixed  strategy  (ct,1-a)

and  D3  uses  the mixed  strategy  (fi, 1-  fi). It is clear  that  a<1  and  fi<1 by the  assump-

tion  regarding  f (q). There  is no  possibility  that  the  minimum  cost  as  a  firm is

achieved  in this equilibrium.

  The  results  mentioned  above  apply  to the coalition  structures  {{1,3},{2}} and

{{2,3},{1}}. The  analysis  of  Model 3 denotes that the conventional  allocation  method

does not  induce the  optimal  allocation  in terms  of  the  firm. We  conclude  that

Proposition in Section 3.2 is not  justified in Model  3, namely,  in eomplete  information

case.

6  Conclusions

 In this article,  we  examine  the application  of  game  theory to common  cost  allocation

under  the  condition  that  the  conventional  allocation  method  is used  as  an  allocation

scheme.  This approach  is different from  past studies'  approach  because it does not

intend to propose  a  new  allocation  scheme.

  Three  models  are  examined  in this article.  AII three  models  suppose  a  situation

where  every  department has the incentive to obtain  the external  service.

  Model 1 is different from Medel  2 and  Model  3 in that it does not  admit  a  coalition

:S
 See Appendix  2.

29
 It is clear  that D  is Nash  equilibrium.  Because it is the intersection of  the best reply  strategies  of  players.
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formation. It is assumed  that each  player  does not  know  the amount  of  the  service

other  player demands  and  only  knows  the possible  combination  of  other  player's

strategies  in Model  1 and  Model  2. Thus  we  formulate  these  cases  as  a  garne in which

a  nature  player is presumed.  So players  make  their decision individually in Model 1

and  Model  2.

  The analysis  of  Model 1 says  that  every  department  obtains  the  internal service

even  if the cost  

'of
 the  external  service  is lower than  that of  the internal service.  We

can  obtain  the same  results  as  Model 1 in the analysis  of  Model  2. Although  we  admit

the possibility of  coalition  formation  in Model  2, it is concluded  that  the  conventional

allocation  method  does  not  have  serious  difliculties in the  situation  illustrated by

Model  and  Model  2.

 While  Model  1 and  Model  2 treat  the  case  of  incomplete  information,  Model  3 exam-

ines the complete  information case.  Hence,  every  player knows  the  complete  informa-

tion to estimate  the payoff  matrix.  Unfortunately, Proposition in Section 3.2 is notjus-

tified in Model  3. We  must  look for another  allocation  method  other  than  the conven-

tional allocation  method  in this case.  Some  cooperative  game  solutions  such  as

Shaplept value  or  nucleolus  may  be  promising  solution.

  The analysis  of  this article  suggests  that  the  conventional  allocation  method  is use-

ful in the  situation  where  departments  cannot  communicate  with  other  departments

in a firm sufliciently.  We  can  discriminate the case  where  the conventional  allocation

method  is usefu1  and  understand  that information plays  an  important  role  in the  com-

mon  costs  allocation  setting  by the approach  proposed  in this article.

  The results  in this article  have only  limited implications in that the assumptions  of

the models  may  not  be general and  we  examine  only  three  departments  cases.  We
have  to interpret the  assumptions  of  the  models  in practice and  extend  the analysis  to

n-departments  case  as  a  next  step.
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                              Appendix

Appendix  1: The  best  reply  strategy  of  coalition  { 1,2 } in Model  3

      Ei2Cp, q) =  Em(x, y)

          =  { f£.a) (q,+ q,) - (q,+ q,)}x or - { fq(q- )- r } (qi+ q2) x

            -{f:.a) (q,+ q,)-(q,+  q,)}cr+f;a)  (q,+ g,) (12)

Insert x  =1  andx  =O  into (12),

      E,z (1, y) =r  (qi+ q2) a3)

      E,,(O,y)'= 
fq.(a)(q,+q,)-{

 
f;4)(q,+q,)-(g,+q,)}y

 (14)

Constants  q and  b are  defind as  fo11ows. It is clear  a  >  b from  the assumpion  of  the model.

               f(a)
                  (qi+ q2) Tf(qi+  q2) (15)          a=
                a

          b=  
f
£.a) (q,+ q,) -r(q,+  q,) (16)

 As  the sufficient  and  nessessary  condition  for D  E  (p,q) are  (9) and  (10), they  are  denoted  by  as  fo11ows.

               (1-x)(ay-b))O  . (17)
                  x(ay-b)sO  . (18)

 The  fo11owing results  are  derived from (17) and  (18),

            qy-b>O  #x=O  (19)
            ay-b=O  =>  OSxSl  (20)
            ay-b<O  ox=1  (21)

 Equations (19), (20), and  (21) correspond  to D,,,,, D,,,,, and  D.,3  respectively.  Therefore  the best  reply

strategy  of  coalition  {1,2} is D,2 =Di2,i  n  Di2,2 n  Pi2,n'

Appendix  2: TEhe best reply  strategy  of  department  3 in  Model  3

The  derivation of  the best reply  strategy  of  department 3 is similar  to that of  coalition  {1,2}. If E3(p,q) is
used  instead ofE.  (P, q), the fo11owing results  are  derived.

           cy -d>O  #  or =O  (22)
           ay  -d=O  #  OSySl  (23)
           ay -d<O  o  y=1  (24)

                   where  c=  
fga)q,-f(q,)

                             f(d)
                        d=
                              a 

q3-rq3

 Equation (22), (23), and  (24) eorrespond  to D,,,, D,,, and  D,,, respectively.  Therefore the best reply  strat-

egy  of  department 3 is D3=Dla., n  D3,2 n  D3,3-
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